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         Tank irrigation in Karnataka is an extremely useful historical and cultural survey which is primarily 

concerned with small reservoirs or tanks built over the centuries. From  pre historic to present days. As the 

study points out, tanks are a peculiar feature of the southern peninsula as distinct from the northern alluvial 

plains served by perennial rivers. It is of significance to know now rainwater was conserved and used in this 

part of the country to protect the area from the vagaries of rainfall and provide water for irrigation and 

maintenance of water-table and green environment. The well-being of the people depended on it and hence 

the village community had a vital interest in the construction and maintenance of tanks and water management. 

The study of these traditional practices is great relevance not only in understanding life and its organization 

in those ancient and medieval times but also in adopting some of these motivations and methods to sub serve 

broadly the same purpose in modern times excavating tanks or their repair was held as a meritorious duty. So 

wide and systematic was the tank network all over. That one of the commissioners of Mysore, L.B.Bowring 

says the following  of it : “As the country is generally undulating, and intersected by numerous valleys 

threaded by natural water courses, it occurred to the natives many centuries ago, to dam up the supply thus 

furnished, in order to irrigate their fields in the dry season, and in this way, as population increased additional 

land was brought under the plough, a chain of such tanks were formed, gradually increasing in size and 

capacity as the line was prolonged”.  

      In the ancient rulers of Karnataka undertook construction of a large number of tanks and paid maximum 

attention to irrigation, if we see some inscriptions in this context, some inscriptions are given information 

about on tanks. Number of mentioned this, The inscriptions which are to be found in thousands throw light on 

the existence of innumerable tanks from 300 B.C to a 1800 A.D from the few examples which follow, it is 

easy to see now history of o tanks.  

 The Junagadha inscription of Rudradaman of of 150 A.D is the earliest in Indian history which gives 

full details about the history of a reservoir which existed for centuries. 

 The pouramamilla record of 1369 in kadapa district of Andra Pradesh is the only inscription which is 

like a HAND BOOK for builders of tanks. This reservoir was constructed in the reign of the second 

vijayanagar ruler, bukka. 

 Two inscription in betamangala near kolar district in Karnataka give the history of the a famous tank 

in that place which has existed for over 1000 years. And one more is the Raja Gundanahalli inscription 

from kolar district describer the technique followed and materials used in the construction of tanks. 

 A Hampi inscription of minister Lakshidhara describes very interesting that  “how he was motivated 

to build tanks and dig wells by the lullabies sung by his mother while feeding him with milk”.     

       Above all, most inscriptions give the correct information of the construction of tank. And every 

aspect of the construction and maintenance of tanks and their different parts such as the bund. Material 
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used in its construction, waste- weirs, the depth of water necessary in the tank, the motives for their 

construction. Tank construction should be looked upon as of fundamental importance for the prosperity 

of society, while inscriptions are our major sources for the study of tanks in the ancient and medieval 

periods. In this modern period, their place is taken by STATE DOCUMENTS. The most valuable of 

them is the journal of BUCHANAN relating to his journey from madras through the countries of 

Mysore, canaras  and malabers. And one thing source of information is the district GAZETTERS  of 

Mysore state. The gazetteer of Mysore and coorg by LEWIS RICE is an outstanding source of 

information of tank construction. This gazetteer is authentic sources for knowing the state of irrigation 

in the nineteenth century in Karnataka. 

 

          In this study, primarily concerned with small tank. I have not deal with large amount of tanks, 

wells or big dams. Except incidentally, construction of tanks was mostly a private enterprise which 

was carried out under the overall supervision of the village community, which rewarded the 

entrepreneur with land in the AYACUT ( command area). The entrepreneur was moved by the motives 

of profit for himself and his progeny and also by altruism, the village community, through its officers, 

distributed the   tank water to the beneficiaries to their entire satisfaction. All these practices of the 

past need study, this is one such attempt. here I trace the story of honnamma , a historical and cultural 

contribution. In this way I would like to tell about A TANK story of KERE HONNAMMA it is one 

of the sacrifice story of construction of tank.   

 

             The back ground of COORG, the HALERI DYNASTY was an offshoot of keladi nayakas also 

called IKKERI ARASU DYNASTY.  Kodagu was independent of Mysore which was hard pressed by 

enemies, and prince of the ikkeri OR Bednur family succeeded in bringing the whole country under 

his sway, his descendants continuing to be RAJAS of kodagu till 1834. The capital was removed in 

1681 by muddu raja to MADIKERI. Dodda vira raja and his son CHIKKA VEERA RAJA they were 

famous ruler in haleri dynasty in kodagu.  The coorg rebellion of 1837 is said to be a rising of the tulu 

/ arebashe gowdas of amara sulya due to the grievance felt in having to pay taxes in money instead of 

in kind.A man named virappa, who pretended to have escaped from the massacre of 1820, tried to take 

advantage of this to assert his claim to be Raja, but the people remained loyal to the British, as they 

knew that this was a hoax and so the attempt failed.however, a few of the people of kodagu. Coorg 

was the smallest province in India, its area is only 1582 square miles.  As a province of British India, 

it was administered by a commissioner, subordinate to the governor general of India through the 

resident of Mysore, who was also officially chief commissioner of coorg.   

 

          According to oral history and legend with a kere honnamma, it is one of the structures of the 

ballad. MALATHE , a small village of coorg district. MALLEGOWDA, he was famous person of 

malathe. He constructed a tank. But there is no water. While the water does not come into the tank, he 

was taken a decision that is; he decides to sacrifice of his niece / son’s wife. Her name was 

HONNAMMA. But he did not know how to tell her about this. His niece  Some However knowing 

the matter of sacrifice.  She would ready to volunteer with self-motivation and tolerance to sacrifice 

of tank. Her husband BOMMANNA He was merchant. So he went to a remote place. in-between his 

father was set of a good Friday in the meantime  had been give  honnamma  a  sacrifice to tank.  She 

was dressed with new clothes and jewellery. Then she was taken to the near tank. The villages perform 

the rituals in the presence of the people. After made rituals perform the storm becomes lighter rain, 

when it comes to over to fill. She has been continuing Ganga pooja at that time Honnamma sinks into 
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the tank. She helped to the people who were responded to their own problems. Eventually she was 

happy to help them. Even it goes on and becomes consider of goddess of mercy to the people of that 

village. So one day a drunker asks..” hey honnamma your moth (ninna sollu) has not your moth been 

hidden yet? Even though   honnamma was not  scolded on him. Since then she was silent. So according 

to legend, a deity known as goddess honnamma sacrificed her life for the welfare of the people.  Thus 

honnamma became a goddess of people around the dodda malathe village. 

 

           Currently, honnammana kere has become a consider as tourist and holy place. Honnammana 

kere is a tank and holy place in dodda malathe. 6 k.m away from somawarpet town of coorg in the 

state of Karnataka,  India. It is   considered   as the biggest tank in kodagu. Now a days honnammana 

kere identify as a tourist destination. Once a year during the gowri festival many newly wedded couples 

come to visit the tank and pay their offerings, a special pooja is conducted and “BAAGINA” which 

consists of the belongings of goddess honnamma. This is one has spiritual as well as historical 

significance; adjacent to this tank is a temple dedicated to the goddess. The tank is surrounded by hills, 

coffee plantations and manmade caves. The tank also offers various opportunities to outdoor activities 

such as boating and fishing. 
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